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The Exam Practice Kit is an essential revision tool. It allows students to test knowledge by putting theory into practice and refine
exam technique.
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to focus on for your exams and complement the
syllabus to increase your understanding.
BPP Learning Media provides the widest range of study materials of any CIMA publisher. Our comprehensive printed materials
highlight the areas to focus on for your exams, and our e-Learning products complement the syllabus to improve your
understanding.
Passcards are a handy and portable revision tool. They are A6, spiral bound revision aids which students can carry to revise
wherever, whenever.
CIMA Official Learning Systems are the only coursebooks recommended by CIMA. Written by a team of experts that include past
and present CIMA examiners and markers, they contain everything you need to know. Each book maps to the syllabus chapter by
chapter to help you learn effectively and reinforce learning with features including: - comprehensive coverage of the whole syllabus
- step by step coverage directly linked to CIMA's Learning Outcomes - up to date examples and case studies - practice questions
to test knowledge and understanding - integrated readings to increase understanding of key theories - colour used throughout to
highlight key learning points * The Official Learning systems are the only study materials endorsed by CIMA * Key sections written
by former examiners for the most accurate, up-to-date guidance towards exam success * Complete integrated package
incorporating syllabus guidance, full text, recommended articles, revision guides and extensive question practice
The Course Book provides all the knowledge required in a user friendly format with easy navigation. It is specifically designed to
make your studies as effective and efficient as possible throughout.

This timely handbook provides a current and comprehensive examination of integrated reporting, both practical and
research-based. It offers insights and different perspectives from more than 60 authors, including representatives of the
International Integrated Reporting Council, Integrated Reporting Committee of South Africa, professional bodies and
audit firms, as well as leading academics in the fields of integrated reporting, sustainability reporting and corporate social
responsibility. This collected work provides an in-depth review of the development of integrated reporting, with a focus on
the interpretation and guidance provided by the International Integrated Reporting Council. It encourages the
development of new thinking and research topics in the area of integrated reporting (such as links between integrated
reporting and reports focused on financial and corporate social responsibility matters), as well as showcasing how
integrated reporting issues are seen and practiced in different parts of the world. The chapters include reviews of the
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most recent research, practitioner viewpoints, conceptual pieces, case studies and disclosure analyses. Accessible and
engaging, this handbook will be an invaluable overview for those new to the field or those who are interested in ensuring
they are up to date with its developments, as well as those who are concerned with how to construct an integrated report.
Testimonials of Astranti Courses, Study Texts and Mock Exams: "Very targeted to the exam and very professional, is
every bit as good as attending a class room tuition or revision course." James Glackin "All in all it's the best thing I came
across during my CIMA studies. I don't know any better way to help yourself to pass these tough exams." Grzegorz
Narozanski "Just wanted to let you know that I passed all 3 exams using the textbook and your mock exams which I
found really helpful, thanks!" Nneoma Nwaogu "I would also like to extend my great gratitude for such a wonderful study
text; they made my understanding of CIMA P1 much easier. Once more thank you very much to the Team." Mthuthuzeli
September "I received the fantastic news this morning that I have finally passed T4!! Many thanks for your support and
advice in the lead up to the exam, I am certain that without the really important tips on exam strategy you provided I
would not have passed. Many thanks again!" Babak Fardaghaie "So I managed a 76% pass for E2 using your notes.
They are very well structured and easy to use. Thank you so very much." Amanda Vakalisa "The Astranti method of
teaching is systematic and easy to follow. I gained a lot of knowledge and regret not enrolling with Astranti for my earlier
CIMA exams. After the course I was confident about my preparation. I would recommend the course to everyone sitting
the T4b exam especially the MARKED mocks. Its the section by section detailed feedback from tutors that helps to
improve and gain confidence." Gunjan Nagpal "I have cleared all 3 strategic level papers in my first attempt. I used the
Astranti learning material during my final revision. They were short, precise and saved a great amount of time which
made all the difference for me in the exam. Thank you very much." Raj The Astranti Study Texts The Astranti Study Texts
have been used by thousands of CIMA Students in preparation for their management accountancy exams. They cover
the entire CIMA syllabus for the 2015 exams and onwards and have been carefully written to be concise and easy to
read but detailed enough to clearly guide you through the topics you must know in order to pass the exams. What are
you waiting for? Download the sample of the book to see one for yourself. Prepared by our expert team of professional
writers the study texts feature: Full Syllabus Coverage Clear and simple explanations for ease of understanding Carefully
worked step-by-step examples Condensed and focused on likely exam content Linked with our chapter-by-chapter
revision questions available to purchase on Astranti.com Go to www.astranti.com to find out more about related CIMA
videos, courses and mocks exams.
CIMA BA3 Fundamentals of Financial AccountingBPP Learning Media
CIMA's Official Learning System has been written specifically for the new certificate syllabus by former CIMA examiners in conjunction with
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the CIMA faculty. * Completely updated to reflect changes in the syllabus * The official Learning systems are the only study materials
endorsed by CIMA * Key sections written by former examiners for the most accurate, up-to-date guidance towards exam success * Complete
integrated package incorporating syllabus guidance, full text, recommended articles, revision guides and extensive question practice
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